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an1e llnters nf &ltiun 
ALBERT MAY, '21 

F YOU have ever experienced the stifling fog that every 
Londoner knows so well, you may perhaps be able to imagine 
the depression that brooded over my spirits as I made my 
way one evening through the worst fog that even London 
ever imposed upon me. \\Tater ran in rivulets down the folds 
of my long rubber coat as though from a cloud-burst, while 

the moisture that gathered on my forehead and trickled over the bridge of my 
nose, seemed to fall in a cataract from its tip. 

You can readily fancy then the leap which my spirits took when I descried, 
in the blackness ahead of me, gleams of firelight escaping about the edges of the 
drawn shades in the building confronting me. It was the headquarters of 
Scotland Yard-my home. 

I took the steps in two bounds and threw open the door in front of me 
expecting to find behind it a group of comfortable men, about a still more 
comfortable fire. The men were there and the fire was there, yet I was 
doomed to disappointment. Only a few sullen nods greeted me as I drew a 
chair into that part of the circle · nearest the fire, and all became motionless 
and silent as before. The evident depression which possessed the group caused 
me no little surprise, for even on nights like the present, the men were inclined 
to be cheerful and to exchange stories which grew more thrilling as the evening 
passed. I was not long, however, in discovering its cause. It was in the form 
of a morose figure which slouched in a chair a little back from the circle. 

Six months ago Brainard had departed for India as inspector of police. 
He was a jovial and companionable fellow and a general favorite. A number 
of letters had been received from him, one as recently as a month before, all 
speaking contentedly and brightly of his prospects. And then-a week ago-
he had appeared in our midst, without a word of explanation to anyone, indeed 
cutting us entirely. A faint streak of grey had become visible in his hair, 
wrinkles had made their appearance at the corners of his eyes, which were 
sunken and hollow as though he were recovering from some hideous disease, 
and his manner was that of a reticent anchorite, whose reason was being 
overturned by some insupportable burden. 

Silence and gloom had brooded over the group for some minutes, when 
we heard, or perhaps we rather felt a motion behind us, and more than one 
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of us shivered as we saw the sombre figure behind us rise and slouch toward 
the window. ·with shaking hand he put aside the shade and glanced at the 
mist-bathed street below. Instantly with a wail which seemed wrung from 
the depths of his soul by the sight before him, he threw himself back into 
his chair, letting his head falI upon his hands. "My God!" he groaned, "the 
waters-again!" 

A look of consternation passed between us, and we gazed at him for a minute 
in speechless sympathy and bewilderment. Then I took courage, aided by 
curiosity and spoke to him. 

"vVhat is it?" I said, as I laid my hand upon his shoulder. "What have 
you seen out in the fog?" 

For a moment he remained motionless, then with great effort he slowly 
raised his head and looked me full in the face. 

How can I describe that look? I seemed to be gazing upon a soul in Hell. 
I cannot otherwise portray such pain, such mental torment, such fear or 
absolute despair as that glance revealed. 

"I have seen only-the fog." How his pause set off the word that preceded 
it ancl the object of his te1=ror ! He semed to be relapsing into his former 
stupor when suddenly he raised his head, his eyes flashed and I saw that 
much of the despair was gone, while a great purpose lighted his whole 
countenance. 

"I will tell," he began, "I must tell or I shall die. There in India-the 
Hindu's hut." He had lapsed into incoherence but in a few moments he 
gathered himself together and began again. 

"Three weeks ago I was as happy as any man in the world-only three 
weeks and it seems like as many years. 

"I had often heard of a certain Hindu prophet, who lived about five miles 
outside of Bombay, and when one evening I was told that I was to visit him, 
I was elated. He was one of many who spring up as prophets among the 
Hindus. He called to himself all who were sick or had heavy cares, promising 
to heal their infirmities and to relieve their mental afflictions. Of late he had 
fallen under suspicion. Some of his clients were said to have visited him 
with rich gifts and never to have returned. In the eyes of 'headquarters' 
it was a clear case of murder and the prophet was 'wanted.' 

"Accordingly, taking five officers to add to the formality of my mission, 
1 visited his hut, which lay in the center of a rather desolate tract of open 
land. Leaving my companions to surround the building I advanced and 
without knocking threw open the door. As I did so the man whom I wa.~ 
seeking sprang up from a chair and faced me. 
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"He was much as I had pictured him and only differed from many 
magicians that I had seen in the costliness of his garb and the marks of caste 
upon his forehead. About his whole person hung that air of mystery which 
is the magician's most important possession. Above all did his slate-grey 
eyes fascinate. They seemed to look through you and beyond. 

"Nor was the interior of his dwelling out of accord with his personal 
appearance. Throughout the room there lay a fantastic appearance of oriental 
splendor such as I had never seen in India. But most remarkable of all was 
a huge statue, not of Brahma which I would have expected to find in the 
house of a prophet, but of Shiva, the Destroyer; Shiva, displayed in his most 
terrible aspect, his face contorted with hate and his upraised hand supporting 
the deadly cobra. 

"With an involuntary shudder I turned and addressed the Hindu, who 
stood opposite me in an attitude of inquisitive attention. I told him briefly 
of the purpose of my visit, but he did not seem to be able to fully grasp my 
meaning. 

" 'You would arrest me,' he said, 'me, the prophet of the great Shiva?' 
" 'Exactly,' I returned. 'Unless you can relieve yourself as well as others 

by your incantations.' 
"'I am a prophet,' he repeated. 'You cannot lay hands upon a prophet.' 
"I received this with a laugh. 'Perhaps not, according to your theology,' 

I retorted, 'but as yet that has not been incorporated into British law.' 
"This time he did not answer, but slowly drew from his arm a daintily

carved bracelet of ivory. Holding this in the palms of his hands, he looked 
up toward heaven and I saw his lips moving in prayer. 

" 'None of that,' I broke in, 'we've no time for deviltry now.' 
"Again he made no verbal reply, but his glance fell until his eyes stared into 

mine with a gaze that seemed to hypnotize. 
"Immediately I saw that his sorcery was at work. Lifted by an unseen 

power, the ivory amulet left his hands and hovered above them. For a 
moment it remained motionless, and then, slowly at first, but with ever
increasing rapidity, as though pendant from some unwinding thread, it started 
to revolve. Soon my eye lost track of its motion and only beheld an indistinct 
band of white. 

"Solemnly the prophet separated his arms and extended them at his sides. 
,\t once as though obeying his every gesture the band of white began to expand, 
and as a huge vortex-ring it gradually increased in size while its form became 
less defined. 
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"Steadily it expanded, its feathery rim swaying toward the silent figure like 
the talons of a bird of prey. Always stretching, always striving outward, at 
length it touched the long white robe which draped his quiet form and with 
that touch a horrible change came over him. 

"He seemed to imbibe that dreadful cloud into his soul. It appeared to 
have displaced the blood within his veins. His skin grew ashen grey, his hair 
faded perceptibly and even those slate-grey eyes paled and seemed to lose 
their luster but none of their terrible penetration. 

"So engrossed was I in this hideous change that for some moments I did 
not mark the steady advance of the cloudlike ring that whirled itself nearer 
and nearer toward myself. Only when the misty circle strove to touch my 
body did I start and shrink as from some tangible and less mystic danger. 

"Fearfully I retreated before it until at length I crouched within the most 
distant corner of the room. Meanwhile the advance of the phantom ring was 
unrelenting and ever-increasing in rapidity. Its whirling particles confused 
my brain, while some, striking my face burned as sparks from a titanic mill
stone. Soon I could feel the heat of the whirling mass and then it was 
upon me. 

"How I ever withstood its attack, I do not know. Imagine that your veins 
are filled with molten lead and your heart a red-hot coal, and you will have 
some idea of the torments that I suffered. My blood seemed to boil in unison 
with the whirling of the vortex-ring. 

"I have told you of the ever-increasing velocity of the expansion of the 
ring. Before, I had looked upon this with terror and saw in it destruction; 
now, I felt in it salvation. In a moment the pain was gone and, though 1 
nearly swooned with the reaction, I could have shrieked with joy. 

"A glance showed me that the Hindu had not moved. Jumping up, I rushed 
to the window behind him. With feverish haste I drew back the curtain and 
gazed out into the night. 

"I have lived in London all my life and I thought I had seen every kind of 
fog that could exist, but the one I saw that night was more terrible and more 
awful than London can produce. It was the first and last fog that I saw in 
India. 

" 'What is all this?' I cried, whirling from the window to the figure, which 
still stood with outstretcl1ed arms, like a statue. 'Is this but an illusion, or 
is it some pestilence from Shiva, the Destroyer?' 

"In my terror I clutched one of his rigid arms to turn his face to mine. 
But with my touch his whole form lost its rigidity and fell to the floor a 
lifeless mass. 
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"What followed I do not know. The officers posted outside say that I 
rushed from the building a madman, and it was only through their kindness 
and perhaps their curiosity that in two days I had recovered sufficiently to 
sail for England." 

"But what of the Hindu?" one of his listeners inquired. "What did the 
inquest determine?" 

Brainard shuddered violently. "Scotland Yard," he replied, in a tremulous 
whisper, "is only accustomed to dealing with human agencies. The Hindu's 
veins did not contain a drop of blood. The waters of Shiva had taken its place." 

&nng 

I walked a leafy dell 

One day at summer's closing; 

Through paths she knew so well 

I walked,-a leafy dell-

W here birds wiU love tales tell 

To lull her last reposing: 

I walked a leafy dell 

Otte day (lt summer's closing. 

O'D, '23 
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~fy DEAR TERRY: 

I do not mind, especially, the discourtesy you show me by neglect in the 
matter of writing. But in the letters that do come I mind, and mind seriously, 
the clever excusing you do for yourself for the letters which do not come. 
You will not, if I am able to prevent you, devote any practice to justification. 
~!an has always been able to justify himself for his every act, be it a simple 
lie or a simple murder. A friend of Charles Lamb named Wainewright 
poisoned his sister-in-law, and he calmly said, when asked why he had given 
strychnine to one whom he loved so dearly: "It was terrible, but she had very 
thick ankles." I do not know, but I suspect that Wainewright was the sort 
of fellow who, in his school days, ofttimes began letters home with 

"Dear Father: 
"I have been so busy on a paper on Pragmatism that I havm't had 

the tune to--" 

Possibly the senior :Mr. Wainewright believed hi s son, whose name was 
Thomas, and possibly he didn't. It doesn't matter. I mention the incident 
merely to suggest that you avoid that sort of thing in your letters to me. For 
I shan't believe you. A man always has time for that which he wants to do, 
and if your letters arrive infrequently I know that it means you do not care 
to write more than infrequently. A trifling discussion, of course, Terry, but 
if you get in the habit of justifying your errors in trifling matters, a dash of 
elasticity is injected into your conscience that ought not be there say, for 
instance, when the fat ankle of some sister-in-law tempts you to do away 
with her! 

For some reason you seem a bit disheartened. I cannot determine the 
cause. I have been looking back on the causes of my own disheartenments 
at your age, and even the ones that I remember are many. So I cannot offer 
a specific remedy. But I can offer a general one. It is British, Terry
"cheerio." You are sufficiently familiar with the British application of 
"cheerio" to know how to use it, and I shall say nothing more. I do not want 
to preach to you, dear boy, and I do not want to pack my letters to you with 
"pretty thoughts." But "cheerio" is very much a man-to-man message. 

Since entering your 'teens you have changed your "life ambition" a score 
of times, and when you say: " \Vhat do you think, Dad, of my preparing 

myself for the law course?" I can only repeat the answer used when you 
asked me what I thought of your becoming a doctor, and, before that, what 
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I thought of your becoming an engineer, and, before that, what I thought 
of your becoming a soldier. That answer, Terry, is enthusiastic approval. 
Whatever you want to be I want you to be, knowing, irrespective of the course 
you finally choose, you will spend hours and days and years wishing it 
had been some other. D' Annunzio, at the ripe old age of twenty, one day 
announced to a group of friends: "I have made a hash of my life. I ought 
to have become a priest. I should have become Pope, and then I should have 
revolutionized the world." And usually, from twenty on, man thinks that 
he has made a hash of his life, and that he should have done the other thing. 
and if he had-be "the other thing" doctor or priest or soldier or engineer 
or poet or what-he would have "revolutionized the world." Oh, you will be 
the same, Terry! It is part of the game. And because it is part of the game 
for you to wish to busy yourself with law preparation, do so. The knowledge 
such preparation will give you, before you abandon it, will be of good stead 
when you turn, eventually, to that particular piece of work Life is saving for 
your hands to do. 

I hope, Terry, you have the habit of being decent. It is a habit. 

* * * * 
Not many evenings ago I went to a little chapel, and the reredos was fired 

by a candle's flickering flame. Soon the chancel was ablaze, and the priest 
and the acolytes worked swiftly to smother the result of the candle's careless
ness. And yet, as each passed hurriedly before the altar, he stopped to 
genuflect. It was an exquisite picture. There was no confusion in the body 
of the chapel, and the choir of boys sang softly as the organ played softly, 
and silently moved the vestmented figures behind the communion rail and 
performed their unusual duties. And I was impressed, Terry, by those 
youngsters pausing to kneel in their passages before the Tabernacle. All of 
them, possibly, thought of the requirement. But perhaps there was one who, 
in the excitement of the moment, forgot the requirement. And yet he, too, 
knelt, because it was his habit to kneel. 

* * * * 
So it is in Life. You may-and I hope to God you do--always remember 

the requirement of decency. But make decency a habit, and if, some day, 
Circumstance makes you forget the requirement, the habit will save you. 

You resent, apparently, my criticisms of your written English, just as you 
resent my criticisms of your spoken English when you are at home. But, 
Terry, get it out of your head that I go to the trouble of blue pencilling aJI 
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of your correspondence and returning it to you merely to show you what a 
clever and observing father you've got. Aeschylus, of whom you are destined 
to learn more in the course of your college career, but a-bout whom you 
probably know nothing as you read this letter, once said that 

"Children. are the voices which preserve 
Man's memory when he dies." 

1 am ambitious that my memory may jog along to posterity in as excellent 
a state of preservation as any man's, Terry, and I am desirous that the voices 
which are to do the preserving use no "I's" in the objectiYe case and use no 
"don'ts" for "doesn'ts." There is a cheap way of talking and writing, and 
there is a fine way of talking and writing, just as there is a cheap way and 
a fine way of doing everything. And the fine way of doing everything pays. 
There was once an Indian named Big Smoke who was a missionary in 
Oklahoma. A tourist asked him what he did for a living. 

"Umph !" exclaimed Big Smoke, "me preachum." 
"That so? What do you get for preaching?" 
"Me get ten dollars a year." 
"Well," continued the white man, "that's d-n poor pay." 
"Umph !" replied Big Smoke, "me d-n poor preacher." 

Am I clear? 
Word comes to your mother from your instructors of excellent progress 

made, and your mother is proud and glad. "Tell Terry," she has but called 
to me, "to keep his eyes on the stars." It is excellent advice, my son. And 
if you will wed it to your father's complementary suggestion: "But keep your 
feet on the earth," I am certain that your pilgrimage through this vale of 
tears shall become a splendid conquest. 

YOUR DAD. 
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With country folk I love to dwell 

W hen cit31 chMms ha1.•e lost their spell. 

There's sotnething in their simple way, 

The fragrance of an olden day, 

I fain ·wo1tld buy if they would sell. 

I love to hear the moo-cow's bell, 

To sense the sweet of new mo-um hay; 

My haughty soul I ea.sily quell 

With country folk. 

So 110w I'm going back to tell 

The city hm,nts- that sham, that shell 

Of things with which I work and play, 

That happiness cornes not for pay, 

For that I found, and f01md right well 

With country folk. 

LEO J. CASEY, '21. 

. .... ... - -
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@ur llagtimt J\gt 
THOMAS D. KERNAN, '23 

T SEEMS to me that the much-despised musical school of 
syncopation and jazz is nevertheless the logical musical inter
preter of our complex, ragtime age. If there is no art in 
modern music, it is because there is no art in modern life. 
If modern music is to be supplanted in its appeal by some 
more classical form, the mind of the average American must 

itself undergo a transformation. 

Of course I would not for a moment contend that our age has found no 
musical expression save in ragtime, for I would be too easily contradicted by 
the hundreds of excellent compositions from the pens of Hoffman, Kreisler, 
Rachmaninoff and their confreres. Nor would I believe that no other form 
of music appeals to the modern mind, for my belief would be denied by the 
thousands from every walk of life who crowd to the symphonies and phil
harmonic concerts. 

And yet, neither of these admissions affects my conviction that ragtime is 
the form of music best suited to interpret American life. It is certainly evident 
that our system cannot be adequately mirrored by the methods of Mozart, 
\Vagner or Verdi, since the scenes which inspired their harmonies are as widely 
separated from America, both physically and spiritually, as are the hemispheres. 

It was Vienna, the home of Romance, which served as the ideal background 
for Mozart. Lizst found inspiration in t he camps of Hungarian gypsies. 
Chopin's nocturnes came into being as the sobbing waves dashed against the 
cliffs of Majorca. Beside the antique Rhine Beethoven dreamed his mellow 
dreams; his works, like those of Bach, Handel and Mendelssohn, reflect to 
perfection the spirit of the Germany of Goethe and Schiller. Theatrical Italy 
brought forth the operas of Verdi and Rossini-to be received with open anns 
by the romanticism of Victorian E ngland. The decadent fin d1~ ciecle culture 
is expressed in the sensuous music of Strauss, Debussy and Chaminade. The 
Gilbert-Sullivan scores and the early ragtime of the vintage of Madame Sherry 
and the Merry Widow are typical of the life o f Heartbreak House, as Bernard 
Shaw calls pre-bellum E urope. But none of these settings, any more than any 
of these forms, is appropriate to this age of subways and soviets, movies and 
motor-cars, with its myriad facets and whirling struggle for existence. 
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It was during the war, when Europe was occupied by the presence of 
matters too grim for music, that America developed and established' · its 
typical music. Never was there such prosperity, and never such barbaric 
gaiety. The dance craze was fanned fiercely by the breath of war, and after 
we entered the conflict the reaction from the training of the camps, in which 
several million young men of the dancing age were restrained, induced ·a 
hyper-aesthesia in which all social and artistic values were altered. Men and 
women of taste and education found delight in the most brainless dramas 
and corybantic dancing. The composers sought for music as fevered and 
leaping as the hearts of the dancers, and so into the earlier mechanical ragtime 
were introduced the minor chords and 'close harmony' of negro and Hawaiian 
melody-the roar and bang of drums; the jangle and shrill of cow-bells, rattles, 
penny-whistles, pans and what not-and modern music sprang full-fledged 
from the head of Mars. 

Any such agglomeration is of necessity banal. But inasmuch as the life of 
music halls and farces which, after all, inspired this music, is banal i11 extremis, 
little else could reasonably be expected. 

But certainly oases of merit exist in this Sahara of discord; though the fact 
that these few really ·harmonious works were written to be popular has 
banished them at present from the concert stage. If Hindustan had been 
called 'An Etude in G Sharp Major' or had Smiles been named 'Bagatelle in K 
Dull Colonel,' it is quite probable that · many of out self-appointed music 
masters would gladly wave their classical ~ton~ to thei.r syncopated measures 
and never realize that they were syncopa,ted. 

Again, we must consider that ragtime has i1ever been submitted to any other 
than contemporary criticism, and to quote Sidney Lanier, "what possible claim 
can contemporary criticism set up to respect- that criticism which crucified 
Jesus Christ, stoned Stephan, hooted Paul for a, madmari, bound Columbus 
in chains, drove Dante into exile, made Shakespeare write the sonnet 'vVhen in 
d isgrace with fortune and men's eyes,' gave Milton· fiv~ ~~nds for 'Paradise 
Lost,' kept Samuel Johnson cooling his heels on Lord Chesterfield's doorstep, 
killed Keats, cracked jokes on Gluck, Schubert, Beethoven, Berlioz and \i\/agner, 
and committed so many impious ·follies and stupidities that a thousand letters 
like this could not suffice even to catalogue them?" 

Bernard Shaw adds a few apt words to the same point when he declares: 
"The great musician accepted by his unskilled listener is vilified by his fellow 
musician. It was the musical culture of Europe which pronounced Wagner 
the inferior of Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer." Indeed, it is not enough to 
agree, with Archibald Henderson, that contemporary criticism 1s mere con-
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versation; it is often little more than gossip. And most ·of the world will 
affinn that Lowell only cared to question- that 'the powers that be' are not, 
in criticism, 'the powers that ought to be.' 

Thus, even as many a movement in every sphere of culture has been reviled 
in its own day, only to receive the recognition and admiration of succeeding 
generations, it is not within the limit of possibilities that, profiting by what 
Nietzsche calls 'the pathos of distance,' the Damroschs and Stokowskis of 
the twenty-first century will allow Ja-Da to accompany the Humoresque on 
their programmes? 

~ Bnnblattb Stream 
'Neath vattlted aisles of quiv'ring, rustling leaves 

Aglow with flami1ig tints of royal gold, 

Twixt shaggy banks of rusty hue where heaves 

The slowly mould'ring foliage of old, 

Pa.st stately colonnades of rugged trees 

Adorned with clingitig mnes so lomngly, 

The crystal fleets of ice, the waters cold 

Move on, now sadly cwtd now laughingly 

In glancing, windi11g paths to join the wi1itry sea. 

SYLVAN J. PAULY, '23 
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UDGE HALLECK caJled it an overdose of melancholy and 
dismissed the case with a nod. The Times inserted it at the 
end of the police news and no one thought more of it, no one, 
until Connor, the copy reader, read it as he was going to lunch. 

Now Conner wasn't a reporter, not Connor. In his younger 
days, it is true, he covered the police courts and downtown, 

but his rise had been rapid. He held the night editor's chair at twenty-six 
and before he was thirty had climbed to the top. 

A bright man, his copy brisk, sure, and clever, he showed promise of be
coming one of the biggest newspaper publishers of his day. 

But that was before John B. stood watch over Connor's fortunes and 
dissipation had dimmed the star writer's brilliant style. 

It was the same old story: a social glass now and then and afterwards 
whiskey straight and in big doses. It wasn't long before Connor lost his 
editorial job and was back to the street again. His old activity was gone, 
however, and in a short time he was at the bottom, an unimportant writer 
of trifling social articles. 

But this isn't an advertising circular for the Anti League or a Sunday 
meeting of the Jonesville Temperance Union. Connor was just one of the 
Great Crowd who had slipped on the none too steady upward rungs of Life's 
ladder and was down and out. 

Connor, however, had a heart. The item which attracted his attention was 
tucked away under a small heading. It seemed that a young fellow of Indian 
descent had been arrested the night before and tried in court that morning. 
The reporter had stated that the young Indian was a college student but was 
apparently without friends. 

Now a down-and-outer knows what it is to be without friends, and the 
dreaded solitude of it wasn' t new to Connor. The old editorial writer knew 
the lonesomeness of the city, with its lights and its life, and somehow not a 
friend in the midst of all of it. 

Connor acted. He went first to the police station. There O'Grady told 
him that the Indian had left a few hours before. The newspaper man, how
ever, knew the game. Along the edges of the park, he went, where the army 
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of the idle sit on the green b~nches and :bemoan the evils of wealth, wh~e 
the despondent tell their tales of failure to a sympathizing garden plot, and 
dream the dreams of the solacing sisters, "Used-to-be" and "Might-have-been." 

Connor found his Indian. The green bench was there, and the friendly 
flowers. It wasn't hard to tell the Indian. His dark, smouldering eyes, his 
coarse, black hair, his cheap, ill-fitting suit cried out his identity. 

The city of Raleigh had been bone dry since the passage of the wartime 
prt>hibition and of late Ct>nnor had found it hard work to refresh himself 
liquidly. Just that morning, however, Niles, the foreman of the composing 
room, had come back to the city with a quantity of that which bubbles. 

11:en are human. Connor was a man and very human. 
Frequent applications in big doses that morning had quickened his imagina

tion. His trained newspaper mind of the days agone leaped at the thought of 
the story the Indian could tell. With deep scorn he denounced the police 
reporter who couldn't see the greatness of it. 

"An Indian forced to take up a life distasteful to his liberty-loving mind. 
The savage in him, the soul of the man crying for the free, unconfined life 
o f his ancestors, fretting under the irksome bondage of college rules." 

\Vhat a skeleton for a half column or even a column ! The reporter in Connor 
found its way to the surface. 

The Indian grudgingly moved over at Connor's salutation, "How," served 
in his gruffest manner. His name proYed to be Indian enough to suit nen 
Connor-John Bigheart- with accent on the 'Big'. He was sent from Montana 
to R~leigh for an education. It ,vas the Rockefeller fund for something or 
other that did the sending. 

He didn't like the college ano he didn't like the city. 
Connor waxed enthusiastic. Away back in his now dim youth, somewhere. 

at some time, he had wanted to talk with a real Indian. He was certain of 
that now. Besides Connor wasn't born in Ontario or Quebec, spelt with a K. 
He, nor his immediate ancestors, never sang "Die ,vacht am Rhine." Connor 
was a Celt. Connor loved the strange, the new, the unexpected. 

He felt that Bigheart needed sympathy and knew that he, himself, had been 
predestined to act the part of the friend in need. Great Indian, noble manhood, 
thirsting for--

But let's hear the shorthand report that the red geranium gave to her 
cousin, the aster. 

Says Connor for a starter: "The Indian was of a noble race." John never 
stirred. 
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·'It must have been heartbreaking for you to leave your ancestral home, 
subject yourself to white man's rule, you, whose tribe was all powerful." 

In his younger days Connor was heralded as the wonder of newspaper 
circles. He possessed a sympathetic insight into human nature, abounded 
in imaginative power, and developed his stories with an entertaining clever
ness. Years of dissipation had not completely dulled his powers. His word 
pictures of the glories of the past, of the Indian braves, of their peaceful 
hunting grounds were works of art. His denunciation of the white man's 
robbing his red brother thundered with suppressed bitterness. He lauded 
the red men. He condemned efforts to make them accept white man's ways. 

The Indian grunted once. Connor was certain he was on the right track. 
He made his conclusion rapidly. The Indian had been sent to college. He 
longed for his native people. He was angry with the thought that the very 
hill on which the college stood once belonged to the red man. He grew 
melancholy, left the institution, and not knowing the city wandered about until 
arrested on the charge of vagrancy. 

The Connor of twenty years ago was in his element now. He would show 
the redskin that it was better for him to leave white man's ways and go back 
to the noble life his ancestors lived, free from dissipation and vice and all 
things wicked, to the land of the wild fox and the glorious hunt, a free life 
and a dangerous one. 

The old newspaper man was carried away with the enthusiasm of it. "Isn't 
it glorious ?" he said. "It's wonderful. Don't you thirst for the sight of it?" 

At the last words the Indian's swarthy features lighted up. Connor had 
made him see the error of his ways. 

"Me thirst?" he said, "Ugh, I no like here, no license, no firewater." 
Connor gave a gasping breath and collapsed. He managed, however, to 

extract from his pocket what remained of what Niles, the foreman, had 
brought. The trembling hand that lifted the flask shook a little bit more than 
usual and the thoughts of the things of yesterday that seared his brain like 
hissing steel we1·e not the results of delirium. 

From the heights to the depths the distance is long, but sometimes those 
who stumble through the meshes that are see. Connor's first missionary effort 
had had its boomerang effect. 

The city brightened with the glare of many lamps. The friendly flowers 
nodded sympathetically. And the green benches sighed as the evening's crowd 
of idlers gathered around. 
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Jnyte ICtlmer,. &nlbter Joel 

Kilmer, why dead at this untimely hour, 

The soul of thee, thy wholesome pulsing pen, 

Thy love of little things, the oldm faith again 

Renewed in thee, made fair thy bud, bright flower. 

Left thou this land, thine own poetic bower, 

Just as our need of thee and thine began; 

We looked to thee to soothe the he(l!rts of men 

W om out by strife but death dispelled thy power. 

Thy country mourns for thee, brave soldier dead, 

Extends her empty arms in grief sublime. 

Bitt as our Maker once in greater time 

Laid down His life but in His death reigned on, 

So thou for us has bowed thy hallowed head 

And in thy song shalt live when years have gone. 

LEO J. CASEY~ '21 

EDITOR'S NOTE: At this time of Christmas cheer, a tribute to the great Kilmer 
is not amiss, a time that the gentleness of Kilmer especially loved. One of his finest 
essays, "The Gentle Art of Christmas Giving," is of this season. 
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FRANK s. EASBY-SMITH, '23 

HE TINY WICK on the altar quivered oddly, its feeble light 
only accentuating the utter blackness of the great cathedral. 
M. Jean, knelt lower in his pew as the last foot-step died on 
the distant cobbles. He gazed cautiously about the vast space. 
Last night the thing had come from the right, near the altar 
and had-there, what was that? He crouched lower and 

his breath came quick and sharp. 
It was the same the night before. He had waited after the vesper services, 

and when the old cathedral was utterly deserted, and the few shaded candles 
extinguished, the thing had come. He knew not whence it came nor whither 
it went. It had come from the blackness of the great walls and as quickly had 
been lost again. 

The soft swing of a door; the nearly inaudible pad, pad, of swiftly moving 
feet, and M. Jean was alert. The black shadow, it seemed hardly more, passed 
swiftly along the right wall, and disappeared at the entrance to the tower stairs. 

Stealthily and silently he crept from the pew, slipped along the wide aisle 
and stopped, breathing hard, at the foot of the tower stairs. There was no 
sound. The blackness of death surrounded him and but for his knowledge of 
the ancient structure he would not have known where to tum. But he well 
~new those age-worn winding stairs. The thing must have gone up. There 
was no other way, unless he had been mistaken and it had slipped on past and 
out by the front door. But that was not likely, and surely he would have 
heard the swing of the great oak portal. 

The bell room was some hundred steps up. M. Jean crept slowly forward, 
his rubber-shod feet making no sound. A gust of winter wind struck his face 
as he passed-a tall sli:t in the wall. He knew the next step had crumbled away 
and that a noisy board replaced it. As he stepped lightly over, a faint irregular 
click, click, greeted his strained ears. His heart skipped a beat. 

In a flash he was at the entrance of the bell room. The door was ajar, and 
even as he stood watching, the thing passed from a shadow in the grey old 
room, and stood in the light thrown from one feeble candle, placed high up 
on a rusty beam. Even then, he could not make out its features very 
clearly. The black-silk, full-flowing robe, concealed the outlines of its body 
while a hood of the same material enveloped its head. At a small, rough 
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table, sat a figure of a lieutenant of- the French cavalry. A niche in the 
wall afforded an excellent hiding place-for M. Jean. No one coming out of 
the room could see him as he passed, while on the other hand he could easily 
discern everything in the room. He sank lower into the cold stone of the wall. 

"Well," said a voice, evidently that of the lieutenant, "are you ready for 
the last turn? Tell me, what have you done? I can stay here no longer. Already 
they are suspicious. The thing must be done at once. Good God, man, do 
you expect me to go on forever in this way?" 

"Quiet," answered the second voice. "If we fail tonight it will go hard 
with us all. Be quiet while I tell you the plan. You have already gotten 
infonnation, that along the Western line the French are very weak. That the 
men there are exhausted and must be relieved at once. But that cannot be 
until tomorrow night. Listen to my plan. This morning at four our men 
will go over the top. We will break through those lines, break through and 
march on, and on. You know our aim. By Monday we shall be in Paris. 
But that is not all. To make our victory complete, I have waiting outside the 
wall, seven men, each loaded down with dynamite. These damned French, 
their headquarters so secretly hidden,," the voice laughed harshly and long, 
"their generals, their all, go up together to-night. This has been your work, 
and you shall be paid well. But do not blunder. His Majesty is just." 

There was silence. M. Jean was part of the tower. But he thought that 
surely his heart would beat the stone to dust. There was again the faint 
irregular click, click, of the wireless. Two minutes passed, an eternity to the 
watcher. 

"It is all right," the lieutenant's voice trem'bled slightly, "the last message 
[ shall send from here has gone. I have given them the "all clear" signal. 
We cannot fail in our plan. Come, let us make haste. I will go with you to 
the well." 

The candle, on its high perch, went out, leaving the room a black void. 
The silk folds of the flowing garment brushed M. Jean's frozen face. A hot 
panting breath brought him to his senses. The two, who but a moment ago 
were conniving the ruin of a nation, fled swiftly down the winding stairs. 
But not so swiftly that they passed out of the hearing of M. Jean. 

He watched them pass through the old cathedral, and saw them enter the 
cloister by the door on the right. What could the lieutenant have meant when 
he said, "I will go with you to the well?" Jean slipped through the swinging 
door without a sound. The two figures were visible, in close conversation by 
the old well, in the centre of the cloister yard. Then so quickly that the 
movement was hardly discernible, he saw the thing step over the stone side 
of the well, and vanish from sight. 
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Then it was that memories of his childhood days came back to M. Jean. 
The old cloister I Then it was true, that old talc of a passage which led 
from the bottom of the long-disused well , to the mote surrounding the 
town. It had been built with the beginning of the cathedral, and at this 
present day even the odd story of the mysterious passage had been forgotten. 
But it was true! Tha.t was how the thing gained access to the town. For 
by no other means could a person enter or leave the well-guarded town, 
without a pass signed by the highest authority. 

Thirty minutes dragged by, the figure in lieutenant's uniform pacing 
nervously up and down the cloister yard. M. Jean watched from the shadow 
of the swinging door. Suddenly the lieutenant sped to the well. The thing 
was back, and issuing from the well, came seven other figures. The nine, in 
silence passed along the cloisters, up a short flight of stairs and through a 
heavy, iron-studded, oak door into the square before the cathedral. 

There was a shot! M. Jean ran up the stairs and through the door not closed 
by the last conspirator. The square was lined on all sides by French soldiers. 
The figure in the uniform of a French lieutenant lay face down on the cobbled 
street, while eight men were being dragged to prison by the sturdy French 
infantrymen. 

M. Jean bent over the prostrate form. His lips quivered and his trembling 
hand could scarce lift the drooping head. He held the hand of the dying man 
as they carried him away. It was his son. 

That morning, the great French general, for M. Jean was none other, told 
how he had watched the exploits of his beloved son, who had gained the con
fidence of the German secret service and had posed as one of their most trusted 
spies. Of how this brave young man had given false information for true and 
at last had outwitted the Huns, only to be killed by one high up in the ranks 
of their secret service. But he had not died in vain. 

That morning at four, when the Germans went over the top, they found a 
ready army of strong, sturdy, fresh Frenchmen to greet their onslaught. They 
were repulsed, driven hack, and Paris saw not the beasts on the following 
Monday morning. 
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From airiest fancy can evolve, a thought; 

From tiny buds, volupttwus roses bloom; 

From finest 'le.tisj>s of silk, upon a loom 

Are woven tapestries by Sultans sought. 

On canvas subtle Beauty may be caughJ, 

And, through deft hands, material form, assume. 

From. shapeless chunks of marble may some tomb 

Of Krand design be intricately wrought. 

How oft true love develops like these aJl; 

As fancy, into tho11-ght; as bud, to rose; 

As silken ·wisp to gorgeous tapestry. 

The hands of God on some d1,ll soul may fall 

So that its canvas 1.vith His colors glows

lts crude·love shapes to God-like amity. 

-Glenn V. Goetz, '21. 
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LEO J. CASEY, '21 . 

"For the bubble is blown, and the bubble is pricked, By us, and such as we." 
-Kipling. 

ROM THAT TIME in the long ago when Alexander the 
Great, realizing the value of free advertising, gathered about 
him a select group of scribes to recount the tale of his deeds, 
ever since the days when the city editor of the Pharoah Tribune 
·published his sporting edition on the slopes of a pyramid, 
and preached woman suffrage on the stem of the papyrus, 

the power of the press has been great, indeed, and its devotees legion. 
Harold McGrath, the famous short story writer and novelist, asks: "Why 

is it that such a great legion is eternally demanding entrance to the newspaper 
craft?" and answers it by saying, "It is the primordial instinct of the pioneer 
who finds himself without frontiers; it is the 'bane of the wandering foot; it 
is the hatred of routine. Take the war correspondent, the foreign correspon
dent, the star reporter-daily the task is the same, but the task is new." 

Any one who has sensed the printer's ink, who has seen the giant presses 
pounding out to the sleeping world the great and varied news of the day, will 
agree with him. While the "cub" is working up, dodging about the police 
courts, and chasing the ambulances the first year, and then gradually advancing 
through all the rounds until he becomes the special writer of the political 
news, the foreign news, the big flurries of the financial m:arket, or, in an 
editorial capacity, is moulding the opinion of thousands of his fellows, he 
receives far more than money for his labor. A newspaper is the most human 
thing in the world. Every day is a new job. On Monday, the reporter is 
passing out "Camels" with the gangs of striking railroad men about the 
round house; on Tuesday he may be smoking a "Perfecto" with Charles M. 
Schwab, Ford, or some other leader of the industrial world. One moment 
he is patiently listening to a prim spinster prate of "The Evils of the Tobacco 
Habit on Heart Action" ; the next, a police ambulance dangs madly as it 
plunges through the traffic, and the reporter is bending wiith the police 
sergeant over the body of a dying girl, who had but a few minu,tes before 
attempted to kill her brother-in-law and had then turned the smoking weapon 
on heri;elf. Fifteen minutes later and he is listening to the heart-broken sobs 
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of the girl's mother as she tells him of her daughter's early life, the charm of 
her babyhood, the promise of her youth, painted with a pathos that can come 
only from the heart of a mother. 

And so it might continue to be told, of these and many more things, to show 
that the apprenticeship that one must serve before he can . reach the heights, 
is, on a newspaper, a most interesting period. 

The majority of college men, and it is for them primarily that this article 
has been attempted, will probably concede that the call of the pen, the grip, 
the lure of the reporter's life is fascinating enough, bnt they ,v'ill add 'that 
there is not enough money in the game, not enough financial return to make 
it pay as a life work. 

If the reporter with his dogged persistence at getting to the heart of his 
story, with his indifference to the hours he spends on the trail of a "hot tip," 
with his never flagging zeal, was working "on time" bank presidents would 
do well to seek his position. If the editor received gold for every honest 
effort he had expended, fabled Croesus would run him a poor second. While 
newspaper men are not paid commensurately and probably never will be, and 
though the proverbial writer is ever dodging his landlady's threatening board 
bill, the fact still remains that there is a respectable living in newspaper work 
and for the educated man the ten thousand dollar a year position and access 
to things much higher are to be found. 

A college man who possesses a facile pen, sound ideals, and clear perspective 
need not remain on the \Vhisper \\T eekly all his life commenting on the possi
bilities of the next crop of potatoes. For him there is the position of foreign· 
correspondent. As the great interviewer and reporter Marcosson, he may 
sit, not at the feet of the mighty, but in their mansions, hobnobbing with the 
makers of empires and the dreamers of great dreams. He need not confine 
himself to the monotony of an office desk, but may sit at the secret conferences 
of the anarchist in Russia, travel through Japan, China, India, through the 
Orient--ol<l when the world was young and the sun and the stars hung out 
fresh in the sky. It calls to some this kind ·of a life, it gains, it grips, and it 
holds. And once you have felt the glory of it, once the fever catches you, 
you are lost, or better, won forever, and as Ktipling says in his poem, "The 
Press," 

"Who once hath dealt iti tlte widest game 

That all of a man e<m pla.y, 

No later love, no larger fame 

Will lure him long away." 
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The post of foreign correspondent, however, is but one of the many kaleido
scopic aspects of the life of the man who elects to follow the newspaper 
business. If the soul does not hunger for the career of such men as Richard 
Harding Davis; the chairs of the great Dana, of Watterson, and of other 
great editors and moulders of opinion are waiting for him. 

Then, too, the field of journalism is alive with opportunities for success in 
other walks of life. For the man who wishes to enter politics, no other pro
fession offers better chances of getting on the inside track. There are today 
numerous governors who spent most of their early life on a newspaper. 
Newspaper work makes the mind keen, sharp, penetrating, capable of thinking 
quickly and judging sanely. No less a personage than Frank Vanderlip, 
president of the National City Bank of New York, a power in the world of 
finance, received his early training as a reporter. Many short story writers 
and great novelists were newspaper men. Charles Dickens was one of them. 

Of course the world is not quite as bad as the anti-cigarette league and the 
other alarmists would have us believe, but still there are many evils today 
eating into the Ycry vitals of America that must he combatted by wholesome, 
high-minded men, whose pens are not <lipped into the yellowness of sensa
tionalism and whose doctrines do not reek of the callow egotism of the 
materialist. The common man who is old fashioned enough to believe in 
the sacredness of the family and so ridiculously conservative as not to 
enthuse over the Socialistic tenets of some of the laboring class, needs defenders, 
fighters, writers, who know not what fear of worldly opinion is. 

The field of journalism offers many opportunities. For the man who 
has the ability, the education, and the ambition to forge ahead there are 
highly paid positions. The pioneer soul will find the newspaper his life and 
he will be happy. It is the place for the dreamer, for the man whose imagina
tion lifts him up and beyond. 

Men of Georgetown, as all college men, are forever during their under
graduate days peering into the future, to the great world beyond the college 
walls where men are putting the dreams of the boy into action. It is their 
time to dream dreams and see visions. May some of them see the vision 
of the man who elects, in humble position or in high, to fight for his ideals 
through the columns of the press; see it and follow. 
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Ah thou whose clammy creep 

Hath terrorized my sleep 

While gamibling i,i mwestrained glee, 

Art thou not touched -with fear 

When my creaking bed you hear 

And the leer upon mo, counte,iance you see! 

Ah thou -with pirate heart 

Seemed well versed in the art 

Of gnawing at my chaicest cookery; 

Biit now methitiks thy mate 

01t thy return must wait; 

Why dost th-0u display such m;,()ckeryf 

Ah thou, -with fixed eye 

Off to thy fellows fly 

For sunlight scatters darkness; still you scorn! 

Ay, no more shalt thoii rove 

For -with a subtle move 

The springs of death, have clasped thy tiny form. 

JOHN J. DOLAN, '23 
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NORBERT A. MCKENNA, '23. 

N MENTALLY picturing our type we see a figure which 
personifies our principles of independence in thought and 
action, onr love of integrity, individual and national, and 
our deep-rooted sense of duty, justice and equality; and 
which is moved by our enthusiasm and indomitable strength 
of purpose. To our eternal praise and glory the world 

knows that we haYe produced, during our short but eventful history such 
typical Americans who have been true to our principles. \i\Tashington was 
the immortal leader whose steadfastness of purpose and sense of duty brought 
this nation into life. Franklin gave to us, through his personality, his 
knowledge and his doctrine of honesty, place and recognition among the 
nations of our mother-world. Washington Irving, our beloved literary com
mander-in-chief won for us the love of Europe through his skill and cosmo
politan style of writing. Abraham Lincoln, that splendid, noble man, by 
his patience, infinite understanding of human nature, and belief in our prin
ciples, preserved our union whole and enduring for posterity. Theodore 
Roosevelt but a day ago our friend and neighbor, through his inexhaustible 
energy and strength of purpose and love of pubilc service, brought the ideas 
and conscience of the nation to the state of realization which made us heroic 
in the great struggle for liberty we have just successfully completed. 

These are the greatest Americans of us all. Futile indeed are all our 
efforts to pay them fitting tribute. Nevertheless, in no better way can we 
develop our own principles and strengthen our pride in the United States and 
its heroes than by considering, in even a passing way, the same principles 
and pride in our typical Americans. 

In ·washington we find the self command, the perfect soundness of judg
ment, the perfect rectitude of intuition to which the history of revolutions 
furnishes no parallel. A native American, uninfluenced by the civilization 
of the Old ·world, he was educated by the plain, spare, wholesome American 
training of the time, and grew up under the genuine, sincere influences of 
American society. He lived through the sturdy, expanding infancy of 
American civilization, became infused with our great eagerness for achieve
ment, partook in our long conquest for supremacy over unclaimed nature and 
uncivilized men, and in a fim1 establishment of the constitution. Because 
of his training, his environment, his · energy. his resulting achievements, he 
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is ours, spiritually, temperamentally;- typicaHy ours. · We all know full well 
his life story, and may consequently consider why he is and should be our 
ideal type. In our great crisis a man was neec.led who possessed a com
manding power over the popular passions, but over whom those passions had 
no power. That man was \Vashington. There was needed a man who was 
fearless in the face of danger and the loss of social prestige. Washington 
was the man, because he, at even an early age, was a Yeteran of Indian wars, 
and because he acceptcc.l the leadership of the Continental Army despite 
violent protests from influential Tory frienc.ls. Ile became commander-in
chief in war and peace because in him America knew there \\'aS infused Joye 
for America and what she would from then on stand and fight for. ln his 
own words we find imbed<led the principles and purpose \vhich led him at 
the head of the nation, "I wish to see the United States independent of all 
and under the influence of none. In a word, I want 1\merican character that 
the powers of Europe may be co1n-inced that we act for ourseh-es and not 
for others." The sincerity of his republicanism was brought out at the close 
of the revolution when certain of his political associates suggested that he be 
made king, he answered, "If I am not decciYed in the knowledge of myself, 
you could not have found a person to whom your schemes arc more disagree
able. Let me conjure you, if you have any regard for yourselves or posterity, 
or respect for me, to banish these thoughts from your mind." Washington's 
judgment proved itself wise and judicious, and proved American ideals to 
be easily practicable and natural to a native American, during the Revolution 
and the nation's early life. A leader, great, noble and wholly American, 
was \Vashington. 

His was a noble nature, with a sanity, a balance, a power of endurance 
never rivalled. llis glory is the triumph of integrity, patience, courage and 
strength of purpose. It is because he was, with constancy for the right and 
w powerful in its service that he has obtained such honor from the world. 
\Vhat Washington was, America made him ; his name and glory are ours. 
\ Ve should and do glory in \Vashington because we know him to be only 
an exemplification of the American character. 

Contemporary with \ •Vashington, and gaining his fame for the same cause 
but in a different way, was Franklin. \Vhcther we approach him as a 
statesman, scientist, philanthropist or man of letters, he impresses us, not 
merely by what he did, but by what he was in himself. \Ve feel his Yigor. 
his originality, his enormous practical ability, his singularly diversified talents. 
and we are impressed by the man himself as much as by his useful and won· 
derful career. In his humble origin, in the oft-told story of his rise through 
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his own push and energy, from the tallow-chandler's boy· to the man honored 
in two continents and successful in a hundred various enterprises, we are fond 
of seeing the great example of our national type, the self-made man. It is 
said to be the highest merit of democracy, that it offers a free chance to all 
men of ability in a community to turn their talents to good use,· and Franklin 
showed us what a man can do for himself in a free country such as ours. 
His character was made up of great force, good humor, thrift, hard c0111mon 
sense, and a wonderful knowledge of the practical art of living. · His knowl
edge was that of the useful, the knowledge whose aim is to increase the power 
with which to ameliorate the condition and to supply the · vulgar wants of 
mankind. It was for his fellow men that he started libraries, that he founded 
schools and hospitals, that he invented stoves, that he evolved lightnirrg.:rods, 
that he improved the post-office, and that he idealized the Ame1;can · pe-apie 
in the eyes of Europe. Like the prophecy of an American ideal which was ·to 
be applied by Lincoln, he wrote an article in which he prayed that slavery 
might be suppressed, and that all might believe that all men have equal rights. 
Franklin was a splendid , energetic, democratic product of America and her 
principles. 

He was a welcome representative of America when he arrived in France. 
Princes and nobles, statesmen and warriors, women of fashion, men of rank, 
philosophers, doctors, men of all sorts, welcomed him with a welcome such 
as had never yet fallen to the lot of a foreigner ; the reason was that all recog
nized in him the cosmopolitan, typical American. His face was to be seen 
on rings, bracelets and all kinds of jewelry, and his picture hung in almost 
every window; his bust was set up in the royal library ; all France and through
out Europe, too, his face was seen in all manner of places. Franklin was an 
American to them, and whatever was American was right. Indeed, to the 
people of France, as well as to us, Franklin was typically of America-the per
sonification of the successful use of the rights of man and liberty of action. 

Our nation had now been firmly established, and had won recognition in the 
world, so that for a time great political achievement was not needed. So, very 
opportunely indeed, we produced our first genius in letters, our first literary 
leader, Washington Irving. Born during the last years of \Vashington's life 
- living in genial surroundings, free from care, and ideal for the development 
of a literary genius, maturing in life and in letters at a time when the affairs 
of the country were steady and at leisure to, devote attention to literature-
"Irving became the first ambassador whom the new world of letters sent to 
the old." His character is perfectly transparent through his works. His 
predominant traits were humor and sentiment. His temperament was gay, 
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with a dash of melancholy. His inner life and his mental operations found 
their reflection in the simplicity of his literary style. He draws us to him by 
humor free from bitterness, by his goodness, and by his love and sympathy for 
mankind. He wrote modestly of his aims, "If 1 can, now and then, penetrate 
the gathering film of misanthropy, prompt a benevolent view of human nature 
and make my reader more in good humor with his fellow beings, and with 
himself, surely-surely, I shall not have written in vain." His whole theme 
and literary as well as personal purpose is service to his fellow man-an Amer
icanism of purest worth. During his time the world was looking at America 
with curiosity, wondering how this remarkable new republic would develop. 
Her literature, as is its chief characteristic, was her barometer. Irving came into 
prominence and revealed America as she really was: broad, cosmopolitan, dem· 
ocratic, mothering all peoples. His style and skill in writing proved how broad 
was his American viewpoint. Of England, whose traditions kindled his sus
ceptible fancy, he wrote as an Englishman felt. In Spain he became wholly 
infused with the romantic temperament of the people and the fascination of 
the clime, and he wrote of Spain as a Spaniard would like to write. He 
cleveloped Italian local color and style to surprising and remarkable perfection, 
which is very rare to any writer foreign to the soil. As to America, what 
can be more characteristically American than the "KnickerlX>cker History of 
New York"-the Hudson River tales, his sketches of Ii fe and adventure in the 
far west. The consensus of opinion about Irving in England and America for 
thirty years was very remarkable. England returned him to America medalled 
by the king, honored by degrees from Oxford and Cambridge, and followed 
by the applause of the whole English people. To the English endorsement 
America added an enthusiasm equally universal; the country at large put 
him on a pinnacle. He was typically American because he proved through 
his works that he was cosmopolitan and broad and generous as we are in 
principles, and because he expressed his love for public service. democracy of 
character and principles and cosmopolitan ideals. True to us, whom he rep
resented as our first literary leader, he created in Europe, where we are 
judged and criticised, the impression of kindly sympathy with the lowest, but 
the firm belief that America offered all an equal chance to succeed. Irving 
,;tands as a type for us because his typically American style had made him 
the herald of our development in literature which he first made Europe recog
nize as a style new and progressh·e, virile and typical of our institutions. 

The States had been united, our place and recognition won, literary and 
political ability respected. And, in the middle of the nineteenth century, came 
the test whether our institutions. our ideals, our Union , should endure. As 
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our hero and savior in this crisis, we hail and honor Abraham Lincoln. He 
was born in a part of the country, where the sturdy, energetic, noble spirit of 
the pioneer is still felt, and still throbbed in men's hearts. With no knowledge 
of his own and other lands and times, longing for knowledge because .he was 
thrust intellectually naked into the world, he was forced to work hard and 
painfully for the education he gleaned from everyone he met in all the walks 
of life. Lincoln found in his country splendid opportunity for development, 
because it offered him independence of thought and action, robust morals, 
vigorQus progressiveness; and absorbing them he lived and thought and acted 
an American. His varied career before he acquired our highest position 
hrought him into contact with all classes of American people, so that he knew 
their ways and characteristics and was moulded into common likeness to them. 
Lincoln's whole nature grew in our soil and when he was asked to rule a 
distracted country, native strength, honesty and shrewdness had as their 
foundation intimacy with the kinds of human nature which form the con
flicting masses. 

Every American knows the life of Lincoln, so it is unnecessary to review 
the quaint life of hard work and endeavor, sweetened by the joy he derived 
from achievement. His life was the people's, their sorrow was his sorrow, 
their trials and tribulations his intimate concerns. Mercy to his fellow 
men was his code, and God his friendly guide. It was true to his nature to 
find excuses for his adversaries. In his death, the South lost its most just 
friend. From France immediately after his death, came one of the most 
fitting recognitions of what formed the President's political significance. 
Some Frenchmen sent Mrs. Lincoln a medal, on which part of the inscrip
tion was, "Saved the Republic without soiling the Statue of Liberty." His 
Ii fe he measured out alone without intimate friends, but with the universal 
heart of the people as his friend. His vision for the good of the people 
looked far into the future with calmness and sincere interest when he held 
together through civil conflict the union of states and relieved us of the heavy 
burden of disgraceful slavery. Certainly the power to speak and act and 
write with humility and elevation, with familiarity and dignity, with common 
equality and personal distinction, sprang from the roots of Lincoln's char
acter. It was not entirely a feat of literary or intellectual skill. He was 
noble in his ideals, human in his sympathy, great in his executive ability, 
rugged and broad in his Americanism. 

Abraham Lincoln is in a deep and lasting sense our typical American. All 
the world can see his worth, but perhaps only we, who know the taste of the 
climate, the smell of the prairie, the tone of fresh and democratic life can 
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quite appreciate his inerit. \Vashington by his power and wisdom fun1ished 
the opportunity to build enduringly this nation. Lincoln, nearly a century 
later, found · that nation grown and led it through the test of the sufficiency 
of its creed and the strength of its union with the comprehension and under
standing of lifelong intimacy, helped it to understand itself and to come out 
victoriously from its trial. Victory and death were needed to gi\·e Lincoln 
immediately his place home and abroad. He is originally and by choice one 
of us, and we are proud and thrill to call him our type, because he personifies 
our ideals-rugged life, self-won success, sincerity, equality, nobleness of 
nature, democracy, and vigorous, patient striving to achievement. 

With ho perspective of time, but with one of personal intimacy and neigh
borly friendship, we must consider our modern American, Theodore Roose
velt. At his death but a few months ago, we all felt personally the great 
loss we had suffered, for he had made his genius a part of our life, and had 
strengthened our confidence in the safety and endurance of our national 
integrity. vVe honor him, we emulate him, because he was gifted with such 
diversified ability and governed by such democratic ideals. Since Caesar, 
perhaps, no one man has attained among crowding duties and great respon
sibilities such great perfection in so many different fields of human activity. 
He appeared to us an explorer, a naturalist, a hunter, a soldier, a writer, an 
orator and a statesman-all to great perfection. Knowing him, people loved 
him, not only for these things, but for certain splendid qualities of character 
expressed in his high sense of honor, his burning hatred of injustice, his 
deep love of public service, and above all, his intense devotion to his country. 
\Ve love him because he was human. \Ve know he had his faults, but we 
know that not one of the mistakes he made had its origin in coldness of 
heart, or in anything mean or petty or low. They did not signify serious 
defects of character, but sprang rather from his intense feeling for the endur
ing things of life-honor, truth, duty, service to the best of his ability. 
His were the defects of his great qualities. 

Let us but review the deeds he has achieved, and the true principles he 
has taught us. His gospel makes us recognize the need for hard work and 
often of great courage to attain any end which is worth while. Of his 
courage, stories are numerous and we have space to make but one selection. 
He could face a great audience and finish the speech he had promised within 
a few moments after being shot by a would-be assassin and when he had 
no certainty that the shot would not prove fatal. Few men gain such com
plete and noble control. His moral courage was masterful. No interest or 
dass was so powerful that it could sway his action against his judgment. 
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H~ could send a message to Congress which he knew would alienate the 
political support of some special interest, he could insist on the retention 
of a non-union man in the Government Printing Office, against the vigorous 
protests of union labor; or he could tell a delegation of strikers that he would 
ca\l out United States troops if there was the slightest disorder, though the 
\'ery object of their visit was to secure his assurance that troops would not 
be used. In direct contrast with this warlike side of his character, he many 
times revealed his gentle side, in his ideal home life, where he was not the 
statesman, but the kind, loving father, and in his literary pursuits. It is 
said that his whole life is an expression of Jubilant Americanism. This 
is so if by it we mean that his life was an exuberant expression of dynamic 
force, a triumphant assertion of his country's glories, ideals and principles. 
He knew it well-its heart, its character, its faults, its dangers, and fully 
conscious of these he spent his life willingly, enthusiastically to have it 
become the country of his dreams. Prohibiting selling liquor to children, 
eliminating sweat shops, the Meat Inspection Bill, Forestry Bill, Government 
Watershed Control Bill and countless other works for humanity we owe to 
Roosevelt. 

His greatest work is expressed simply. He raised the ideals of the people. 
Consider the marvelous change from the sordid commercialism, the low 
financial morale, the disregard of social welfare, prevalent in the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century to the a wakened social conscience of modem 
America. No one boasts or pretends that our ideals as a people are per
fect, or that we even live up to our ideals, but during the past three decades, 
we have progressed far and fast towards the America Roosevelt dreamed of 
---an America which should be a better place to live in, not for some of the 
people, but for all the people. The man in the street, as well as the student 
of public opinion knows that Roosevelt was responsible more than any one 
man, because of the truths he dared to tell and the influences he dared to 
fight, for our new America and the new ideals and conscience which are now 
influencing the rising generation. 

Roosevelt is our typical American. \Ve do not mean by that, that we 
are like him but that every worker in our national system, regardless of 
financial position or social standing, sees in this great leader, scholar, states
man, soldier, vigorous, hearty, courageous out-of-doors man, with his high 
ideals and intense patriotism and love of people's service, the embodiment of 
a type which above all he admires. 

Our history, so far glowing as it does, with the spirit of these men, though 
they · \"e passed from this life, portends great deeds, great men, a great 
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nation if we but mould our hearts, our souls, our lives by the thought and 
consideration of these men. Their lives will furnish endless inspiration and 
principles which should be a sufficient incentive to energetic endeavor and 
which will produce in some of us a great genius such as they. Washington 
has gripped our spirits by a steadfastness of purpose, Franklin b)'\ his knowl
edge of the practical art of success; Irving, by his pleasant style and by his 
sympathetic expression of Americanism; Lincoln, by his nobleness of ideals 
and purpose; Roosevelt, by his varied abilities and indomitable energy; and 
all hold up for us to carry on a torch whose flames of liberty, equality of 
opportunity and simple justice lighten the whole world. Our duty is plain. 
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E D I TO RIALS 

Everyone will understand that the demands of a college journal are peculiar. 
An uniform excellence of composition is expected from a scholastic organ, 
and each article must be calculated to please at once the student body, - the 
faculty, the alumni and the public. Since, however, time, knowledge, ability 
and appreciation in the average student are rather limited it seems the most 
advisable policy to remain strictly within our depths and favor only the 
lighter forms of composition. 

By the process of elimination, the appropriate endeavour of a college magazine 
seems to be to devote most of its space to the light essay, the short story and 
the simpler forms of poetry. The first two are essentially modern. There 
are neither iron-clad rules to bind budding genius nor are there limits to the 
possibilities of subject and artistic rendering. By the simpler forms of poetry 
we would confine the College man's lyrical efforts to the expression of an 
appreciation of the great treasures of History and Nature. We, at least, 
consider it best to regard erotic poetry as exotic to the sphere of college life, 
basing our opinion on the old principle that no one can write about that of 
which he knows nothing. 
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While simplicity is praiseworthy, shallowness is banal. It is painful to 
regard how many editors of various magazines have sadly misinterpreted the 
literary standards expected of a college journal. All too frequently does 
verse deteriorate into mere doggeral. Essays are made light by the unholy 
leaven of slang, and short stories, when they occur, are punctured, as well 
as punctuated, by the technique of the cinema farce. 

Since there may be panels of glass in our own edifice, it behooves us to 
cease throwing stones and remind the men of Georgetown that it is their duty 
to render our own house indestructible. Interest in our Journal has increased 
and thanks to the new contributors, but it is still too limited. Surely everyone 
will realize that our standards can be raised immeasureably if a hundred 
students, instead of ten, submit contributions. It is certainly within the 
ability of any young man who can qualify to enter the portals of Georgetown 
to write, with patience and care, a creditable short story, light essay or verse. 

For, it will be observed, our index calls our metrical efforts 'verse,' and not 
'poetry,' although if there are any 'mute inglorious Miltons' in our midst let 
them tune their lyres and sing; we will be only too glad to call their poetry 
by its proper name. Furthermore, if instead of a light essay any student 
should pref er to compose a brilliant treatise anent the sociological problems 
of modern life, or the conditions of modern literature, or the ethical aspects 
of the Peace Treaty, it will be accepted greedily and printed in our best type. 

At any rate, write! write! write! And write in a manner conformable to 
the literary reputation of Georgetown. You can do it I 

When far away from the influences by which a man is marked in the vicinity 
wherein he makes his home he is often apt to wonder just why his audiences 
do not consider him to be just what he and all of his townspeople have always 
thought him to be. To state the matter in a different way, people are slow to 
grasp the latent talents in many a budding Caesar. So Caesar true to the 
autocratic fashion which he has founded, sets about to show his new neighbors 
to just what degree of dumbness they have descended. 

How often is this truth of life enacted in college. A new man, a "Frosh" 
will aspire for class leadership, a Senior will strive to show his freshly dis
covered classmates just what "pikers" they are and what it means to go to a 
"big University." The higher their grade so much the worse is their degree 
of ambition. "But all of this is no fit subject for an editorial and so why take 
up the room ?" I am not merely attempting to grind out my allotted number 
of editorials and I readily grant that it is nobody's business if any person tries 
to make a fool of himself, unless that person be harming others than himself. 
Then it becomes more than a personal matter. 
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When some braggard tells of all the things that he has done, things that he 
would never dare do because of the gentlemanly instincts within him, and 
some person more weak believes him, can you tell me that that fellow is 
harming none other than himself? Many a time has a good hearted fellow 
unwittingly brought about another man's ruin by boasting of things that never 
were as far as he was concerned. 

Charge a man with giving scandal to others and he will be insulted. But can 
he tell what the effects of some idle word may have been? In your own lives 
has not at some time or other a chance remark influenced you either for good 
or bad? Have you not tried to "be a man" and to live up to the boasts of a 
companion? Or have you not told cold and deliberate lies to produce an effect 
on your associates? If you have, were there any results and where did they 
end? 

This year saw the Thanksgiving Season at Georgetown beginning with a 
noteworthy academic occasion. On the evening of November twenty-fifth 
Georgetown's newest school was officially recognized as a part of that great 
University. As one of the oldest Universities in the country it was only 
fitting that Georgetown should take the lead in establishing this course. Born 
contemporaneously with this great republic, could it be more appropriate than 
that Georgetown should fit men to undertake the new commercial and diplo
matic relations which the United States will now have with foreign countries. 

Georgetown in its situation is peculiarly well adapted for the establishing 
of this new school. Washington is the center of all foreign interests in America. 
So not only can the best teachers be obtained in this city but also a more 
accurate opinion of foreign affairs can be formed. This latter point is very 
important because much business has been lost due to the lack of harmony 
between buyer and seller. 

With these wondrous facilities and under the inspiring enthusiasm of the 
present Regent, the Foreign Service School bids fair to outrank all similar 
schools in the country and to be one of Georgetown's most distinguished schools. 

The JOURNAL wishes to extend its sincerest apologies to its readers for 
the flagrant though unwitting violation of their rights in the November issue. 
The poem published under the title "October," and signed by a student in 
the College as his own work, has since been found to have been contained in 
a volume published by Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackson some years ago, and was 
consequently the ~ost regrettable sort of plagiarism. The JOURNAL begs 
you to believe in its complete innocence of all part in the deception, which 
could only have been prevented by a more comprehensive knowledge of 
modern poetry than it is at present our good fortune to possess. 
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Cltqrnnirlr 
College There have lately been added to the Archives and Museum of 

the College some interesting and very valuable antiques, the gift 
of Miss Elizabeth Woodville, of Maryland. Among them are, a curiously 
carved workbox of Chinese handicraft, containing marvellous inlaid work 
in ivory, silver, ebony and mother-of-pearl; seven historic peace pipes, relics 
of old Indian days, brought from the Oregon Territory; a miniature Bible, 
in English, only two inches square, dedicated to George Washington, and 
two lithographs,-one of the Capitol and one of the White House, of about 
1825. 

Colonel H. T. Bull, the District Inspector of the R. 0. T. C. paid a visit 
to Georgetown on November 20, to observe the progress of our unit. He 
commented most favorably on the condition of the unit, saying that we have at 
Georgetown the best equipped and, for its size, the best drilled unit he has 
seen on his tour of inspection. 

The value of the course in Physics at Georgetown has been greatly enhanced 
by the formation, on October 27, of the Georgetown Physical Society under 
the direction of Mr. Thomas Love, S. J. The society has for its purpose the 
more thorough study of the many important details of physics which cannot 
be covered in class. Prominent physicists will lecture at different times during 
the year to the Society on topics of interest. The officers elected for the year 
1919-20 are, William Moran, President; Thomas H. McHugh, Vice President; 
Walter McCarthy, Secretary. Juniors and Sophomores are active members 
of the Society, and Seniors and higher students are classed as honorary 
members. 

Medical 
School 

\Ve had a pleasant visit the other day from Dr. J.M. Penichet, 'og. 
The Doctor, in company with Dr. L. Rosainz, is here to represent 
the Cuban Government at the National Conference of Labor. Dr. 

Penichet reported himself a very busy ophthalmologist. 

Dr. William C. Woodward, Health Officer of the City of Boston, is deliver
ing an intensive course on Medical Jurisprudence at the School. 

Dr. Kober, Dean and Professor of Hygiene, gave a talk to the students of 
the new Georgetown Prep. School, Garrett Park, on the eveninu of November 
II, on personal hygiene. 
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Dr. James Cahill, on his release from the service, has associated himself with 
the chair of gynecology. He is now in the dispensary service. 

John A. Foote, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine and Pediat
rics, contributes a very interesting article to the November issue of the 
American Jounial on Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children. The 
Subject is "Legislative Methods Against Maternal and Infant Mortality." 

On October 30, Dr. George M. Kober, Dean, read an interesting paper on 
the clinical work of Dr. Ostler, before the Medical and Surgical Society of 
Washington. 

Law 
School 

The Seniors have been especially active, and have proved their 
real worth in class affairs. Under the direction of the energetic 
Chairman John Darby the Annual Smoker proved a great success. 

It was held at the New Ebbitt on Tuesday night, November 25, 1919, and 
was well attended. Much talent was -brought out in the speeches and songs. 

Work on the Annual Domesday Book of the Law School is progressing at 
an exceptionally rapid rate. Joe Hurley, the Editor-in-Chief, and Barrett 
Carmody, the Business Manager, are working very enthusiastically on the 
colossal task. They are endeavoring to have the book prepared for distribu
tion by the first of May. 

The first issue of the L-aw Journal was distributed the first part of this 
month. It was a decidedly good issue. 

Deatal 
School 

The senior class has elected its officers for the present year, 
1919-1920: Edward Stebbins, President; Paul Brown, Vice· 
President; Frank Upton, Secretary; I. Holtzman, Treasurer; W. 

R. Conran, Historian; G. C. Tranthan, Sergeant-at-Arms. 

Dr. James I. Nolan, '19, represented the Beta Theta Chapter at the National 
Convention of the Psi Omega Fraternity held in New Orleans in October. 

Xi Psi Phi, 'The Zips,' has organized a chapter at Georgetown Dental 
School. 

Dr. Bruce Taylor, Dean, delivered a lecture on oral hygiene to the students 
of Gallaudet College on November 17. 
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;Dr. J. A. Taylor has begun a course of lectures -on dental history, ethics and 
jurisprudence. 

Dr. E. W. Schultz is assistant to Dr. W . B. Hoofnagle, lecturer in operative 
technic. 

Dr. Hughey has been assigned to the lectureship of dental anatomy with Dr. 
George Smith as his assistant. 

The senior class is to have the advantage of a special course of lectures on 
dental radiology by Dr. Michael L. Mullaney. Dr. Mullaney is practicing in 
Providence, R. I., and is making a specialty of X-Ray work. 

Major Brause has returned from France. He has promised to write his 
experiences overseas for a future issue of the JOURNAL. 

Forei1n 
Service 
School 

On Tuesday evening, November twenty-fifth the School of Foreign 
Service was formally recognized as a Department of the University. 
The Academic ceremony of petition and acceptance was impressive 
and compelling. Rev. Edmund A. Walsh, S. J., Regent of the 

School of Foreign Service, after disclosing many intimate facts pertinent to 
the foundation of the school, its status, curriculum and faculty, petitioned 
the Regents to admit the new school as an integral and equal part of the 
University. Rev. John B. Creeden, S. J., President of the University, after 
expressing pleasure and satisfaction for the organization and the work of the 
new school called upon the heads of the other Departments; W. Coleman 
Nevils, S. J., Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences; Thomas I. Gasson, S. J., 
Dean of the Graduate School; George M. Kober, M. D., LL. D., Dean of 
the School of Medicine; George E. Hamilton, LL. D., Dean of the 
School of Law, and Bruce L. Taylor. D. D. S., Dean of the School of 
Dentistry. Each added a constructive thought regarding the great scope of 
training in Foreign Service and formally welcomed the new department. The 
Reverend Father Rector thereupon formally accepted the school of Foreign 
Service and tendered its charter to Father Walsh. 

Among the notable and distinguished speakers were the Hon. Adolph C. 
Miller, member of the Federal Reserve Board, Edwin F. Sweet, acting 
Secretary of Commerce, and the Hon. William Phillips, Assistant Secretary 
of Stat-
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r Lynch Pendergast sent the Editor of the JouR.NAL an a~ount of the New 

York Alumni Meeting on November 13: 
DEAR EDITOR :-The meeting of November the thirteenth was very well 

attended and speeches wer~ made by the Hon. James F. Tracey, B. A. Matthews, 
Assistant District Attorney of New York, and Conde B. Fallen. A number of 
addresses were also made by the Alumni who returned from abroad telling. of 
their experiences and adventures "Over There." 

The following officers were elected: President, J. Ly~1ch Pendergast; Vice
Presidents, John G. Agar, F. X. Anglim, Harry H. Brown, Martin Conboy, 
'.l;'homas E. Murphy; Treasurer, .Louis C. Haggerty; Secretary, fllward .J. 
Crummey. 

J. -Francis Carlin and Joseph Healy were appointed Directors for 1921 to 
succeed F. X. Anglim and Harry H. Brown. 

The new Directors for 1922 are: Outerbridge Horsey, Walter Kernan, John 
J . Kirby, George McNeir, Conde B. Fallen, Alex I. Rorke and James F. Tracey. 

'48. G. C. Depau1les, of Saint Hyacinthe, Province of Quebec, Canada, has 
sent the Editor of the Georgetown Register the detailed biography of' the 
Honorable Louis Fran~ois Roderic Masson given below. This is the trtie 
Georgetown spirit and it is hoped that the rest of the alumni will assist the 
Editor of the Register as generously. 

The Honorable Loui1 Francoi1 Roderic Manon 

Born at Terrebonne, Province of Quebec, Canada, November 9, 1833, issue 
of the marriage of the Honorable Joseph Masson, member of the Legislative 
Council of Quebec, and Marie Genevieve Sophie Raymond. Educated at 
Jesuit Colleges, Georgetown, H oly Cross College, \Vorcester, ::Vlass., and St. 
Hyacinthe College, P. Q. Studied law with late Sir George Etienne Cartier, 
admitted to the Bar of Quebec in 1859. 1863-68 Brigade Major of the 8th 
Military District of Lower Canada; served in this capacity during the Fenian 
raid in 1866, and was made a Lieutenant Colonel. Elected to the House of 
Commons for Terrebonne, in 1867, he continued to represent that constituency 
till 1882, when he was called to the Senate of Canada by Lord Lansdowne. 
1873-declined to enter the ministry. 1874-1878 was one of the foremost 
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leaders of the Conservative party then in opposition. Espoused the cause of 
the Metis and in 1875, a'dvocated the cause of Riel and Lepine, leaders of the 
Red River troubles in 1869-70, being included in the amnesty granted the 
rebels, because the Riel party were de facto in power at Red River, and 
Lieutenant Governor Archibald had appealed to Riel to oppose the attack of the 
Fenians upon Manitoba in 1871. Was ever a strong advocate of the building 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the first of Canada's transcontinentals, was 
a pronounced protectionist.-19 October, 1878, called to the Ministry of 
Militia of Canada. Introduced military training in Canadian schools and 
universities. 188o, President of the Privy Council of Canada. 1882, called 
to the Senate. 1884, 27 March, called to the Legislative Council of Quebec. 
1884, October 4, made Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec, which post he resigned 
in 1887, on account of ill health. Then left for an extended stay in Europe, 
during which he settled the vexed Jesuits estate question. A convinced Roman 
Catholic, when called to take the oath of Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec, he 
refused to subscribe to it, on the ground that he could not deny the Pope's 
ecclesiastical authority, as raised in the form of the oath. The form of the 
oath was changed to suit his views. Besides contributing to the press many 
articles which displayed learning and conviction, in 1889, he published "Les 
Bourgeois de la Compagnie du Nord-Ouest"; a history of the early fur trade 
in the Canadian North West, based upon important manuscripts collected by 
the late Hon. Roderic Mackenzie, who was Madame Masson's grandfather, 
himself a first cousin of Sir Alexander Mackenzie, one of the foremost "bour
geois." Made Commander of the Order of St. Gregory the Great in 1888. 
Member of the Council of Public Instruction of Quebec in 1888, took a most 
prominent part in its deliberations. 1890, called a second time to the Senate 
of Canada. Married, first, 1856, Miss Louise Rachel Mackenzie, daughter 
of Lt. Col. Alex. Mackenzie; she died in 188o; second, Cecile Burroughs, of 
Quebec. Was Governor of Laval University, Montreal, Notre-Dame Hospital, 
Montreal, member Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Montreal, received 
honorary degrees from many universities in Canada. Died at Montreal, 
November 8, 1903. 

'81. The JOURNAL is indeed sorry to announce the death of Doctor James 
Dudley Morgan, a prominent Washington physician who died on November 
21 at his home "Dudlea" in Chevy Chase, Maryland. The following extract 
was taken from the W ashingtoti Star. 

Dr. Morgan was born here, July 5, 1862. He received his early education 
at Miss Ann Willett's School, which was one of the oldest private schools in 
this city, which for many years was located on F street, facing the old Mat-
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tingly homestead. Later he attended Georgetown University, being graduated 
from that institution as president of his class and valedictorian in 1881. He 
graduated from the medical department of that institution in 1885. 

He spent the next two years in Paris studying and practicing at Beaujon 
Hospital and the Amphitheatre d' Anatomie des Hopitaux. He was demon
strator of anatomy in 1888-1889 and lecturer on differential diagnosis in 1897-
1898 of Georgetown University. 

He was associate and clinical professor of medicine in George Washington 
University from 1910 to 1917; physician to Garfield Hospital from 1899 to 
the date of his death; chief of the medical service of Emergency Hospital from 
1904, and was a member of the American Medical Association, Medical and 
Surgical Society of the District of Columbia, of which he was president in 
1go6. He was also member of the Washington Academy of Sciences, president 
of Columbia Hospital Society from 1909 to 1916, member of the Montgomery 
County Medical Society, Georgetown Clinical Society and Medical History 
Club. 

Dr. Morgan in 1913 accepted a commission as assistant surgeon in the 
Medical Reserve Corps of the Navy. He was a member of the Metropolitan, 
Cosmos and Chevy Chase Clubs, being a member of the governors' board of 
the latter. 

'87. Francis Sullivan called at the college to make arrangements to have 
his son enter Freshman in 1920. He was much interested in the Building Fund 
and showed his interest in a substantial way. 

'92. Doctor Barton has published an instructive book on "The Roads to 
Washington." In a graphic and interesting way he gives the Geography and 
History of the District in the early part of the 19th century. 

'05. The JOURNAL wishes to extend hearty congratulations to John G. Price 
on his appointment as attorney for the State of Ohio. His power of oratory 
should come in very handy in his new position for he was one of Georgetown's 
most prominent debators while attending school. 

'o6. It is the JouRNAL's sad duty to announce the death of Doctor Joseph 
Henry Collins. Dr. Collins died on November II in Baltimore while under
going an operation. 

'rr. J . J. M. O'Leary was recently appointed Assistant United States 
Attorney for the District of Columbia. 
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' II. The new secretary of the Law School is Thomas J. Hurney, LL, B., 
1 11 and LL. M., '12. Mr. Hurney recently returned from France where he 
served for twelve months in the <>ffice of the J udgc Advocate General. 

•·12. Once again the wedding bells ring and this time it is· fo't Austin Lynch, 
Jr., who was married to Miss Adelaide MacCarty in Lynn, Massachusetts, on 
November the tenth. 

'15. Frederick Stohlman is a recent addition to the Law School Faculty 
having been appointed an assistant professor. 

'15. Dick Hamilton has begun the study of Law in the Georgetown Law 
School. 

' 16. Thomas G. Jordan is pradicirig Law in Shelby, Bolivar County, 
Mississippf. It may be interesting to ·note that this county produces more 
cotton than any other county in the world and that the only other lawyer. fo 
the county has made millions from the sale of cotton lands. 

'16. Lowell Bennett has j\.tst been admitted to the Missouri Bar. He was 
discharged from the army on August 21 and at the present time is claim agent 
for a large commercial firm. 

' 16. Marlyn Brown is doing graduate work in English at Princeton. 

' 16. William B. .Turley has fqrmed a copartnership for the practice of law 
with Charles Kleiner, Michael J. Quinn and John V. O'Brien. They have 
their offices in the Exchange Building, New Haven, Connecticut. 

' 17. Major A. Hart, D. D. S., in the Dental Service and stationed at U. S. 
General Hospital No. 2 1, at Denver, Colorado, says in a recent letter that there 
are two other Georgetown men there with him. They are Capt. Sibley, 'u, 
and Major L. C. Fairbanks, ' 12. Major Hart and Major Fairbanks passed 
first and third, respectively, in their Government class examinations. 

' 17. J. 1\,f. Cathcart has been appointed Collector of Internal Revenue for 
the State of Florida. Mr. Cathcart was private secretary to Senator Fletcher 
of that State and is a speaker of note having been President of the George
town Law School Debating Society. 

' 18. Billy Bache writes from Manaqua, Nicaragua, "There is another 
Georgetown man here, Captain Hobbs, '13, of the Marine Corps. Cart you 
beat it ? \Ve took a fifteen-mile ride together.' ' 

' 19. The marriage of. Dr. F. J. Gaynor to Miss Leona S. Claybaugh, 
formerly of Uniontown, Pa., took place in Philadelphia on October 30. 
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FACING DANGER.-By Francis J. Finn, S. J. 
New York: Benziger Bros. Price, $1.25. 

It is the revelation of comradeship with the young and the essential human
ness of his characters, that give prime value and charm to the famous stories 
of Father Finn. "Facing Danger" presents Tom Playfair to us once more, 
in a new role which makes him more interesting than ever. The author has 
created a thrilling situation, which admits an interesting plot development. 
Surrounded by enemies of all sides, the son of the president of Escadilla, is 
immediately aided by "Professer Thomas," who safely convoys him back to 
South America. The dangers which confront the two are numerous, and 
how the guide accomplishes the almost impossible forms a most interesting 
tale. Decidedly amusing and roguish is the little fellow, Jose Maria Escobar, 
but he is completely won over by "Prof esser Thomas." Their intercourse is 
straight across, friend to friend-with a few downward slants of condescending 
tutorship. They face the perils bravely, and win out at last. "Facing Danger" 
is no more than a lesson in human kindness. The author reveals to us a most 
charming and delightful style, both in the portrayal of the weaknesses of the 
characters as well as their virtues. 

HELD IN THE EvERGLADES.- By H. S. Spalding, S. J . 

New York: Benziger Bros. Price, $1.25 Postpaid. 

This latest work from the pen of Father Spalding arouses our interest, 
sustains it, and satisfies it. The author has created a thrilling plot. It is a lesson 
in Patriotism. It is the story of an American boy, who, in his own way does 
his bit for his country. "Held in the Everglades" treats of a little orphan, 
who, seized with a love of adventure, leaves his guardian to accompany an 
unknown "Indian" into the Everglades. The "Indian" turns out to be a 
wealthy son dodging the draft by going to this world of mystery and wonders. 
How the little fellow Phil Reed, manages to live on this stranded isle until the 
rescue. ( the slacker having yielded to the authorities) forms a most absorbing 
tale. We are made acquainted with the animals, birds, and other inhabitants 
of the desolate place. The writer reveals to us a most delightful style, parti
cularly in his description of the isle, which is most accurate. 
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"EUNICE."-By Isabel C. Clarke . . 

Published by Be·nziger Bros. $r.75 net. 

The readers of Miss Clarke's novels will agree that she is readily gaining 
renown because of her captivating manner of expression. "Eunice" is an 
enthralling tale, laid partly in Italy and partly in England. The denouement 
is evolved in Miss Clarke's characteristic and inimitable style. Eunice is 
first presented as a small dignified young lady of tender age who develops 
into a charming and lovable character. Father and mother, who is unworthy 
of the name 'mother' are divorced. Especially to be admired is Eunice's self
sacrifice in leaving her loving father to go to the wretched abode of her needy 
mother, who has <:}one nothing to gain Eunice's love, but on the contrary has 
done much to earn her disJike. Eunice is converted to the Church-as is her 
mother on her death-bed- . and is won in marriage by a childhood companion 
of hers, who in his youth had. planted in her heart the flame of Catholicity, 
that had been smouldering .within her ever since. All in all, Miss Clarke has 
an.folded an admirable tale with her accustomed skill and cleverness. 

OTHER BooKS RECEIVED :-"Talks to Parents," Rev. Joseph Conroy, -S. J.; 
"The American Priest," Rev. G. T. Schmidt ; "The Finding of Tony," Mary 
T. Waggaman ·; "Out to Win," Rev. Jos. P. Conroy, S. J. 
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<lrnrgetnmn us. lletrntt 
~ue to overconfidence and consistent fumbling within the shadow. of th~ir 

. opponents' goal, Georgetown received her first set-back of t~e season: a~ ,t)le 
hands of Detroit University. The final score was 16 to I 3 . . The ~losene~s,(?f the 
score is highly indicated of a battle which was keenly contested throughout,. and 
according to witnesses the greatest struggle staged on Navin Field in quite 
some time. 

The game was played on a slippery field which prevented Captain McQuade 
from thrilling the crowd with his usual spectacular end runs. On· the other 
hand the condition of the gridiron was very adaptive to the success of the 
home team, the Detroit backs piercing the line for big gains. Joe O'Connell 
was a tower of defense for the invaders. This big guard, who relieved Ahearn 
when the latter was injured, played a riproaring game throughout, making 
five consecutive tackles at critical moments of the game. Anderson and Kenyon 
also played good football. The former played a roving game, while the 
latter's clear, hard tackling was a feature of the fray. Throughout the battle 
the Hilltoppers were guilty of nine fumbles, eight of which were recovered 
by the opposition. Three times Georgetown had the ball on Detroit's ten 
yard line, only to lose it through fumbles. 

Throughout the first period the Blue and Gray kept the ball in their opponents' 
territory and on one occasion carried it to Detroit's 30 yard line, only to lose 
it on a fumble. 

The Westerners kicked out of danger and the quarter ended. 
At the beginning of the second period, Georgetown fumbled on her own 

35 yard line and a Detroit man recovered the ball. Lauer, a Detroit back, 
ripped off 13 yards through the Hilltoppers' line. He then stepped back to 
the 22 yard line and kicked a pretty field goal for the initial score of the game. 
Detroit scored again, when Moegel recovered McQuade's fumble and carried 
the ball to the Blue and Gray"s fourteen yard line, from which position he 
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plunged for a touchdown. Voss missed goal. This score seemed to act as 
an incentive for arousing the old fighting spirit of the Hilltoppers. The visitors 
smashed in and blocked a blue and white kick, the ball rolling behind the goal, 
where Harry Su1livan fell on it. Maloney kicked the goal and the period 
ended 9 to 7. At the opening of the second half Detroit recovered a fumble 
on the Hilltoppers' 45 yard line. A line plunge followed by a forward pass, 
Hampston to Moegle, scored the final points for the Westerners. Hampston 
kicked goal. 

In the last quarter Georgetown developed an attack that swept everything 
before it. A beautiful forward pass, Leighty to Harry Sullivan, placed the 
ball on Detroit's 9 yard line, from which position Livers carried it over for 
the Blue and Gray's final score. Maloney missed the goal. From then on 
Detroit was entirely on the defensive and on three occasions the Hilltoppers 
rushed the pig-skin to the home team's fifteen yard line, only to lose it on 
fumbles. The game ended with the ball in midfield. 

tlrnrgttnum tts. llthunart 
In a drizzling rain the powerful Georgetown backs ripped and crushed the 

Delaware College line, nor did they cease their terrific onslaught until they 
had crossed their opponents' line seven times, piling up 46 points to the 
visitors' 7. The invaders scored their lone touchdown, when the Blue and 
Gray fumbled and Magaw, the visitors' left end, snatched it up and ran 40 
yards for a touchdown. Stewart kicked goal. 

The Hilltoppers resorted to straight football and Livers, playing fullback, was 
an important factor in the Blue and Gray's overwhelming victory. Three times 
he crossed Delaware's goal line, while his line plunging throughout the fray 
was most effective. Captain McQuade went in the game at the beginning of the 
third period and as usual the Hilltop captain treated the spectators to a few 
spectacular end runs. On one occasion he raced 45 yards down the muddy 
gridirion before he was brought down. Buckley, substituting for Livers, 
played well, and thrilled the crowd when he zig-zagged his way from mid
field to the Delaware goal. O'Connor played a great game at right, often 
ripping holes in the line, through which the Hilltop backs plunged for big 
gains. A forward pass, Leighty, to McQuade scored the final points for the 
Blue and Gray. During the first half the Reserves were used, but as the game 
grew older the regulars were rushed into the fray in order that all might be in 
condition for the great Navy battle. 
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Natty ua. Clrorgrtoum 
· At Farragut Field, Annapolis, before a crowd of 15,000 wild football 

enthusiasts, half of whom waved the banner of the Blue and Gray, the power
ful Georgetown team humbled the heretofore undefeated Navy eleven by a 
6 too score. 

The game was keenly contested throughout and it was not until the final 
period that little Jackie Maloney's toe sent the pig-skin square between the up
rights for the initial score of the game. Of course the wonderful line smash
ing of McQuade placed the ball in a position for the Hilltoppers' quarterback 
to boot it over, but the line was also a most potent factor in the victory. Joe 
O'Connell and Tom Sullivan played a great defensive game, while Alec Ander
son outplayed his man in all phases of the battle. In fact, the whole Blue and 
Gray machine, man to man, played superb football. Georgetown made but 
one substitution during the entire battle. Comstock was replaced by Aheam 
in the last period. 

The day was ideal for football, the clear and crisp air putting plenty of 
pep into the players. As the Blue and Gray warriors, clad in their heavy blue 
blankets, rushed upon the field, the Georgetown stands became a mass of 
flpating banners, and "Hoya Hoya Saxa" was upon five thousand frantic lips. 
Bands were playing on both sides, while singing and cheering removed the 
suspense of anxious waiting. At three o'clock the field was cleared. The 
r'ival Captains met and conferred briefly, a coin was tossed, the players took 
their positions, Bill Kenyon sent the ball high in the air and the great game 
was on. Clark, the Middies fullback, ran the ball back to his own 45 yard 
line. The powerful Navy team crushed and smashed at the line, and after 
four successive first downs, the future Admirals found themselves on the Hill
toppers' 15 yard line. Here, however, the Midshipmen met a stone-wall 
defense. They lost the ball on four downs. Maloney punted out of danger. 
The first period ended with the ball on the Blue and Gray's 30 yard line. In 
fact, during the first quarter the invaders were entirely on the defensive with 
the Annapolis team scoring 9 first downs to I for Georgetown. 

In the second period the ball was see-sawed back and forth with Navy having 
the best of it. Twice they were within the very shadow of the goal line, but 
the· Hilltoppers held firm and Maloney quickly punted out of danger. The 
half ended with the ball in Georgetown's territory. 

-The Navy opened the second half with a rush, sweeping their opponents 
before them, nor did they stop until they had reached the Varsity's ten yard 
Jine. Here the Blue and Gray braced and held for downs. · Maloney punted 
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sixty yards from regular formations. Navy immediately returned the punt, 
and the Hilltop quarterback, standing on his own 40 yard line, was tackled 
before he could catch the pig-skin and the Middies were penalized 15 yards. 
It was then that Captain McQuade and his mates opened up. The invaders' 
line which had· until now played entirely on the defensive, seemed imbued with 
that indomitable Georgetown spirit and swept the powerful Navy line before 
them, while McQuade smashed and tore his way to the sailors' ten yard line. 
Unable to advance further by line plunges, Maloney, moving back to the 18 
yard mark, calmly drop-kicked the ball between the goal posts. The George
town stands rocked with joy while gloom was cast over the entire Navy 
section. In order to stop the successful line smashing attacks of the Hill
toppers, reserves were rushed in frequently. After receiving the ball from 
the kickoff, Navy was unable to advance, and punted. Maloney returned the 
punt to the Middies' 2 yard line. The Midshipmen standing behind their 
own goal post, booted the ball to their own 45 yard line, but were penalized 
15 yards for rough tactics. With the ball on Navy's 30 yard line and after 
three smashes had failed to advance the ball, Maloney again thrilled the crowd 
by kicking the ball over the bar from the 38 yard line, making the score 6 to <?· 
In the last few minutes of play Navy tried many forward passes in a vain 
effort to turn the tide of battle. The game ended, however, with the ball 
in the Middies' territory. Undoubtedly the greatest feature of the game was 
Jackie Maloney's punting. Standing at regular formation, the Hilltoppers' star 
quarterback would boot the ball from 6o to 70 yards. It is estimated that 
the Blue and Gray gained from ten to twenty yards on every exchange of punts. 

<ltnrgta lJtclJ us. Cltnrgttnwn 
After battering and storming the great Georgia Tech line and forcing the 

Golden tornado to play entirely on the defensive during the first three periods 
of the game, the Blue and Gray lost by a 27 to o score. The one-sided score 
does not in any degree indicate that the game was the greatest and most bitter 
fought battle ever staged on Georgia Tech field. During the first three 
periods the Hilltoppers outrushed, outpunted and outplayed Tech in all parts 
of. the game. However, when Captain McQuade, whose long end runs were 
a feature of the game, was forced to retire as a result of an injury; when Alec 
Anderson, star center and Bill Dudack, an impregnable guard, were incapa
citat~d, and followed their leader to the side lines, then and then only did our 
mor~le weaken, and for the first time during the conflict did the tide of battle 
shift to the Tornado. 
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During the first period, a stubborn and bitter struggle ensued, · with the 
ball see-sawing back ·and forth, the Hilltoppers having the edge . 

. In the second quarter the Tech backs, led by 'Judy' Harlin, carried the 
ball on straight line plunting to the Blue and Gray 3 yard line. Not until three 
plunges had been tried was the Tornado able to score. Fincher missed the 
~d . 

With the score 6 to o, Georgetown began the third quarter with a fierce 
versatile attack. Captain McQuade bombarded Tech's line with telling effect 
and sent the crowd into hysterics when he raced 42 yards around the end to 
the Tornado's 35 yard line. Successful line plunging by Leighty and McQuade, 
followed by two short forward passes, Gargan to H. Sullivan, brought the 
ball to Tech's 2 yard line. Here the Southerners braced, and unable to gain 
through the line, Maloney threw a forward pass, which fell harmless to the 
ground. 

When the fourth period opened, Georgia Tech faced the Blue and Gray 
reserves, our regulars looking on helplessly from the side-lines. The wonderful 
Tornado shift, which heretofore had been broken up by the aggressive Hill
toppers now began to work effectively. On straight football the Golden 
Tornado smashed their way to Georgetown's 15 yard line. On the next 
play Harlin skirted the end for a touchdown. Fincher kicked goal, making 
the score 13 to o. The heavy line attack began again and McDonough dove 
over the line for the third touchdown. Fincher's goal made it 20 to o. 
Scarborough, the opposing left back, received the ball on the kickoff and 
squirmed and twisted his way 45 yards for the final touchdown. Fincher 
kicked goal and the game ended shortly after. In this game Kenyon's hard 
tackling and good kicking were again features. 

<5rnrptnmn us. Bu~tngtnn anb ~tt 

Georgetown Field was indeed a sight of wild excitement when the Blue 
and Gray utterly routed the powerful eleven of Washington and Lee, the 
conquerors of Georgia Tech, and the only team in the country whose goal 
line had not yet been crossed. The Generals invaded the Hilltop determined 
to wipe the Varsity in the dust, and carry off the South Atlantic Champion
ship. But their hopes were shattered when the fighting Hilltoppers, behind 
a whirlwind attack, led by Jack Flavin, fought and drove their way to victory, 
nor did they cease their unmerciful onslaught until they had overhelmed the 
Virginians by a 27 to 6 score. 
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Eight thousand loyal football fans, many of them conspicuous figures in 
\\Tashington, including the Chief of Staff of the Anny, General March, and his 
staff, saw the Blue and Gray win. The Generals reigned favorite because they 
had defeated the Golden Tornado, Georgetown's conquerors of a week before. 

From the kick off at the start of the game to the finish the advantage was 
with Georgetown. The first touchdown was effected after only a few minutes 
of playing, when Maloney snatched a forward pass thrown by Flavin and 
dashed across the goal line. This weakened the morale of the Generals and 
their much touted line was again and again swept aside for big gains. The 
whole Georgetown team starred, every man off and fighting at the snap of the 
signals. 

llu.akttball 
Judging from the calibre of the material on hand and from the spirit dis

played by the candidates in practice, Georgetown should have one of the 
greatest basketball teams in her history. It is true Capt. Bill Dudack, owing 
to his serious injury in the Tech game, will not be able to pilot the iteam 
during the 1919-1920 campaign. Yet the veterans Carney, Fees, Flavin, Mc
N ally, O'Connell and Zazzali are back to form the nucleus of the team. 
However, strong competition is expected from such candidates as 'Zube' Sul
livan, a former New England Prep star and Mullen, a student of the Law 
School. Hubert Derivaux, a G man of '17, is also attracting attention by 
his speed and accuracy in locating the net. Manager McCarthy has arranged 
a choice schedule. The season opens with George Washington, Decem
ber 15, then Bucknell closing with the Northern invasion the latter part of 
February when such formidable teams as Yale, Fordham and the famous 
Crescent A. C. will be met. 
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